


! The Himalaya Project has been 
conceived by ICES to improve 
communication and collaboration 
among governments, academic and 
commercial organizations in the 16 
nations that are either bordering, 
exercising jurisdiction or directly 
impacted by events occurring in the 
Himalayan region, 
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850hPa纬向偏差流场和位温（等值虚线，单位：K）  

C 

夏（JJA）

Summer: Warm Spiral  夏季：螺旋辐合流场 



850hPa纬向偏差流场和位温（等值虚线，单位：K）  
Winter: Dipole Mode　冬季：偶极型流场 

A 

C 

冬（DJF）Warm!
Cold!





Large-scale 
circulation 
(several days to 
few weeks)	

Deep convection 
(several hours)	

Low level 
convergence	 Surface substance  

(TP and surrounding 
regions)	

Convective transport (diurnal 
cycle)(outflow height is 200hPa)	

Large-scale transport  
(+ penetrate convection?)	

Limitation of anti-cyclone  
(pathway to stratosphere)	

Out- 
flow	



Slope－Steeper topography in the southern and 
eastern flanks 

Averaged height is 4 km; Area is 1/4 ~ 2.5 m km2  of China territory  

Located in the east Eurasian continent in subtropics 



Liu YM et al.，2004， J Climate 

Slope－steep in the south and east flanks 

Color shading: heating      Contour: upper-troposphere height      Summer 	

The strongest subtropical heating locates over south slope of TP and 
Bay of Bengal in boreal summer, and the South Asian High dominates 
the Eurasian continent; the heating influences the north hemisphere. 	



TP Sensible heating drive air pump (SHAP)—
water vapor lifted—Asian monsoon!

A.  Monsoon- water vapor: 85% resides bellow 700mb 
B.  Lifting: 
!  Internal- baroclinity: winter and extratropics 
!  External- mechanical: deflected or lifted <1km 
!  External- thermal: SW- hardly absorbed;LW- escape into space 
•  Latent heating- in the free atmosphere 
•  Surface Sensible heating 
          - effective!---mountain slope



Aqua-Planet Experiment (APE):  
Diff of V and w at s=0.991 

Wu et al., JHM, 2007 



U, w and θ  vertical cross- section 

Pumping 

Pumping 

No 
Pumping 

θ 1	

θ 2	

θ 1	

θ 2	

θ 1	

θ 2	

TP Sensible Heat Driven Air-Pump (TP SHAP) 
mainly happens on the slopes 



IPTP_M

Impacts of mountain 
mechanical ~thermal 

forcing	

DIFF

Required Circul. and Precip. to make up the Asian summer 
monsoon 

L_S 

CON"

IPTP_SH 
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⾼原春季感热对我国夏季降⽔年际变率的影响!

Correlation TPSH/
Spring~Pre/JJA!

Pre/JJA    2003
（Wang et al., 2013）!

TPSH/Spring

Composite diff TPSH/
Spring~Pre/JJA!

Pre/JJA    2001



1975-2009	

74	sta-ons	

Mean over the TP,   JJA	

Sensible heating over TP 

Liu etal. Cli. Dyn 2012 



Correlation of SH averaged over TP 
and Pre_Land,  11-year running mean	 SH=(Tg-Ta)V	





•  The stations allocation is scarcity on TP 
region 

•  Lack of cognition on the spherical layers 
interaction on TP 

•  Lack of atmospheric physics chemistry 
process datasets on TP…!



Zhu et al.，
2012 
SCI China 



Big bias of precipitation and surface 
temperature on TP region! 

Precipitation bias

Regional model!

全球模式!Temperature bias

Precipitation bias

Temperature bias

Global model!

Shi Xiaoying, et al. Geophysical Research Letter,2008 



CMA TP Observation Network 

Development (2014-2023)!
（2.0 Billion Yuan） 



1、Ground station (453 points) !
Tibet! Si Chuan! Yun Nan! Gan Su! Qing Hai!

Builded!Add Builded!Add!Builded!Add!Builded! Add! Builded! Add!

39! 0! 156! 0! 125! 0! 81! 0! 52! 0!



AWS (6754 points)!
Tibet! Si Chuan! Yun Nan! Gan Su! Qing Hai!

Builde
d!

To 
build!

Build
ed!

To 
build! Builded! To 

build!Builded!To build!Builded! To 
build!

17! 580! 2110! 581! 1627! 23! 900! 135! 101! 680!

 观测要素：!

降⽔、⽓温!

风向、风速!

湿度、⽓压!
Builded!
First-stage to build!
Second-stage to build!
Third-stage to build!
Fourth-stage to build!



Soil moisture station (460 points)!

To build!
Builded!

! ⼟壤状况：    

10-100 cm!

! 观测频次： 

1⼩时!

Tibet! Si Chuan! Yun Nan! Gan Su! Qing Hai!
Builde

d!
To 

build!
Build

ed!
To 

build! Builded! To 
build!Builded!To build!Builded! To 

build!
8! 41! 197! 20! 20! 3! 61! 5! 55! 50!



FY Meteorology Satellite (7 satellites)!

•  28 cloud pictures are captured by each 
satellite everyday, 48 cloud pictures can 
be got when intensively observed 

•  Observed by double satellites can get one 
cloud picture every 15 minutes!

Polar orbit satellite!
•  Move across the South and North Pole, 

the period is about 102 minutes, 14 
circles across the earth everyday!

•  Observe the same place under the 
satellite point twice, and can get a 
global merged map !

Stationary satellite!



Underlying surface 
hydrothermal 
process!

Radiation!

Turbulence!

Cloud 
microphysics!

stratosphere－
troposphere�

exchange process!

Atmospheric dynamics—physics
—chemistry process!

satellite	 O3 total amount 
Aerosol AOD	

Stratosphere-troposphere	

Aerosol sounding	 Ozone, water vapor sounding	

Meteorological 
sounding	

[Atmosphere structure]	

Boundary layer	

[cloud physics 
process]	 Cloud 

water	
[Cloud 
structure] 
ice 
spectrum	

[Boundary layer structure] 
V,T profile	

Captive balloon	

Low level 
sounding	 All-sky cloud 	 Ozone	

Near surface	

[Near surface 
structure]	Wind profile 

instrument	

[radiation 
process]	

Radar	

Longwave 
Shortwave 
radiation 
instrument	

Ultrasonic wind 
thermometer	Precip. 

monitor	
Thermal radiation 
Heat flow board	

Soil moisture 
scope	

Ground 
temp.	

Tibetan Plateau	

Laser cloud radar	 Dual-polarization radar	

Spectral atmospheric composition remote sensing MAX-DOAS 
Aerosol (Black carbon, composition, granularity,  turbidity, CCN)	

General design of the Tibetan Plateau field observation 
Project  three-dimensional structure framework 	







① — ④ 

Land-air coupling 

processes!

⑤ 

Influence on 

climate!
⑥ 

Reanalysis and 

model !

Theoretical Issues 
on TP impact!

５－９ 10－12 

Technical Issues on 
model development!



（I）Land-air coupling over the Tibetan Plateau 
1. Tibetan Plateau complex multi-scale topographical atmospheric dynamics process!
2. Tibetan Plateau land process and land-air interactions!
3. Tibetan Plateau cloud precipitation physics and hydrological cycle 
4. Tibetan Plateau troposphere-stratosphere interactions!

（2）Influence on climate of the physical processes 
over the TP 

1.  The mechanism and prediction method of the influence on TP surrounding regions by TP process !
2.  The influence of air-sea interaction on TP land-air coupling effect!
3.  The connection between TP energy and hydrological cycle and its influence on Asian climate!
4.  The influence of TP on the coexist of Asian monsoon and desert!
5.  The influence and response of TP on global climate formation and changes!

（3）Observation, data assimilation and model 
development for the TP area!

1.  The scientific issue of synthetically observation on TP!
2.  Multi-data sources re-analyze and development of assimilation!
3.  The research of model development 









ACCES Key Projects	

! Project A1: The Regional and Global 
Influences of the Giant Mountains in Asia 
on Climate and Environment 

! Project A2: Himalayas climate modeling: 
development of a high resolution Earth 
System Model and Asian climate change 
risk assessment 



Boos and Kuang, 2010, Nature 
Cane, 2010, Nature 
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A: 30oN 476 W·m-2	

B : 17oN 449 W·m-2	

Tropic of Cancer	

A1	

B1	

A2	

B2	

Fig. 1 (a) At the summer solstice, the solar zenith angle at noon is zero at the Tropic of Cancer (φ= 23.5oN). At the top of 
the atmosphere (TOA), the intensity of solar radiation (SR) at latitude A (30oN) in the subtropics is the same as that at 
latitude B (17oN) in the tropics. However, the length of day (LOD) at A (AA1/AA2) is about one hour longer than the 
LOD at B (BB1/BB2). Thus the daily solar radiation (DSR) at 30oN is more than that at 17oN	



Fig. 1 (b) The climate mean latitude distributions of DSR in summer months are calculated from the CERES reanalysis	

Jun 444 474

Jul 443 466

AUG 438 436

JJA 442 458

Summer months Daily solar radiation (DSR) in Wm-2	







Climatological mean January streamfield at 850 hPa produced from (a) ERA40 and (b) 
CON Experiment; and the monthly mean of July, 2001 of (c) cloud fraction in 
persentage and (d) downward shortwave radiation at the surface (Wm-2)produced 
from CERES.	
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Fig. 2 ERA40 July- mean profiles of 
surface θSE  (K, blue), 200-400hPa mass 
weighted mean air temperature (K, red), 
and 200hPa zonal velocity u (m s-1, 
black) for  (a) 0-60 oE mean, (b) 60-90 
oE mean, and (c) 90-130 oE mean. The 
black dashed line indicates u=0.  

Monsoon AMC regime:  
Vertical Easterly shear 
T increases with latitude!  	

u

u

u

T

T

T

θSE	

θSE	

θSE	



                                                                             ·∇z→0 z=-
H·lnp,  

Wu et al, Climate Dynamics, 2015 



Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of the T-QZ mechanism contributing to the longitudinal location of the upper-troposphere 
temperature maximum (UTTM): Strong monsoon convective latent heating along the subtropics (blue upward arrow) 
results in the local development of a vertical northerly shear (black arrow), and induces an eastward decreasing 
temperature gradient over the heated layer in the upper troposphere, forming the UTTM and the aloft SAH to the west of 
the heating. The vertical southerly shear over the western Eurasian subtropics, which is due to strong surface sensible 
heating and longwave radiation cooling (red downward arrow) in the upper troposphere, contributes to the occurrence of 
the UTTM and SAH on the eastern end of the cooling. The induced Coriolis force (fv, orange arrow) is in geostrophic 
balance with the pressure gradient force. Refer to text for details.	



图2. 1979-1989年7月平均200-400hPa高度上的非绝热加热分布（阴影，Kd-1），以及温度对纬向平均的偏差
（a）及对（180-360o）平均的偏差（b）的分布（兰线，K）。粗实线为副高轴线（Wu et al., 2015）	





Boos and Kuang, 2010, Nature 
Cane, 2010, Nature 
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+10K

-10K

Thorpe AJ (1985) Diagnosis of balanced vortex structure using 
potential vorticity. J Atmos Sci 42(4): 397-406.	



Fig. 4 JJA mean differences of near-surface (sigma=0.99) potential temperature θ (K, 
shading) and circulation (vectors, m s-1) between (a) CON and TIP_NS	
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Highlight	7:	Tibetan Plateau thermal forcing and Asian summer monsoon 
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Wu et al., 2012, NPG Sci. Rep.

The Asian summer monsoon is mainly 
controlled by thermal processes: 

!  Land_Sea thermal contrast,  

!  TP thermal forcing and  

!  Iran Plateau thermal forcing 









 •  High resolution modeling approach is increasingly being 

considered as a necessary step for water cycle, climate, 

environment and social-economy especially in the Himalayas and 

the Tibetan Plateau (HTP) 



High resolution modeling of FGOALS 

Observation 

High-resolution modeling 

Low-resolution modeling 

 High-resolution modeling reproduces the rainbelt of East Asia realistically  



Traditional radiation in GCM 3-D Radiation in FGOALS 

•  3-D radiation is based on the global topography datasets with 90m resolution 
•  3-D radiation effect is up to 100W•m2 with the resolution of 10~20km resolution 
•  The land-air interaction/feedback over TP (Himalayas)will further enhance the effect. 

(Lee et al, 2011)  



The impact of 3-D radiation can reach  
up to 28.7W/m2   







➢  FGOALS:	 global	 25-50km	 resolu-on,	 1950-2014,	
ensembles	of	mul-	members,	hourly	output.	

➢  CMIP	HiResMIP	

Hindcast	

➢  FGOALS:	 global	 25-50km	 resolu-on,	 2015-2050,	
ensembles	of	mul-	members,	hourly	output.	scenarios	

➢  CMIP	HiResMIP	

Future	projecFon	

Climate	risk	
assessment	

Downscaling	



“Mountains as Sentinels of Change”  
Belmont Forum Collaborative Research Action 




